
Solutions for Act II Scene 2 - Just Read The Instructions II

Okay -- the “instructions” were clear in Act 1 Scene 2 . . . where are they in this act?  
Well . . . hidden.  The blue row of the table certainly seems to invite extra attention -- and 
that is in fact where the first instruction can be found.  The initial letter of each word in 
the blue row spells out “RANDOM ROT.”  (This in no small part because a certain 
Radman I know hates random rot.)

But the way to apply this clue is actually anything but random.  You will notice that there 
are a few words scattered throughout this table that don’t become mere gibberish when a 
rotation is applied to the alphabet, but rather become new words altogether.  (They 
happen to be the words “highlighted” in light purple.)  Here’s a list of those words:

 ROT-1 czar ! dabs
   ohms ! pint
   shads ! Tibet

 ROT-2 < none >

 ROT-3 Ebola ! Herod
   folk ! iron
   perk ! shun

 ROT-4 banjo ! ferns
   capo ! gets
   pail ! temp
   pecan ! tiger

 ROT-5 < none >

 ROT-6 alohas ! grungy
   fusion ! layout

 ROT-7+ < no more such results >

So how do we extract further instructions from these observations?  How about we index 
the ROT-number into the resulting new word?

(Actually?)

William G. pointed out that “Ebola”
also transforms into “Robyn” under ROT-13

Fortunately, this possibility doesn’t allow
for an extraction, so there isn’t any

further ambiguity here . . .



Well there’s a clue.  And if we look at the last letter of every word in the top row, it spells 
out “EDGES 3RDS.”

So now let’s look at the third letter of each word in the first and last column.  When we 
do so we can read “MIDDLE OF ODDS.”

Okay.  Let’s isolate the words with an odd-number of letters and read off those middle 
letters . . .

“TRY ASCII ON 8-LETTER WORDS”?  Okay.  Based on the pattern of these words, it 
looks like consonants are standing in for zeros and vowels are standing in for ones.  (And 
apparently “Apollo 13” is really just a 6-letter word followed by a 2-digit number . . .)
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So there we go.  We seem to have run out of instructions to follow . . . and it seems like 
the solution we got from extracting various sets of letters from the words in this table is 
describing this table as a literal “LETTERBOX.”

The answer is: letterbox

01000010

01010100

01001100 01000101

01010100

01010010 01011000

01000101 01001111

L E T T E R B O X


